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Russian beauties are looking for love via dating
tours
Whichever dating experience you are looking for, be it meeting Russian
beauties via a dating agency, a Russian Romance Tour or through a Russian
dating service, there are numerous options to choose from. As the dating
scene is expanding, agencies are providing even more services to satisfy the
high demand. The Russian Romance Tours are intended for people who’ve
previously “met” online, and are now looking for the most exciting way to meet
face to face and learn more about each other.
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Summary:
Meeting Russian Beauties on Dating Tours

In case you have not been in the international dating world for too long, you
might think that this isn’t doable. Travelling hundreds of kilometres all the way
to Russia, taking tours, seeing the sights, and meeting women simultaneously
may sound a little bit silly for some. Doesn’t it seem like a lot of trouble and
also much more expensive than normal cyber dating? Although this is certainly
true, hundreds of guys are prepared to spend the extra money to get the dating experience of their life.

More Details

Inclusions/ Duration
Generally, nearly everything is included in the tour price – from airport transfers to your accommodation to translators and social functions. Dating businesses
will take care of everything, all you have to do is find and date Russian beauties. Depending on the company, the dating tours may last ten days or more. After
all, the intent of the agency is to give you the best experience possible and leave you wanting for more.
Most Popular Locations of Romance Tours
Russia is a well-known region among tourists who come to see the historical sights and beautiful scenery. The romance tours generally happen in Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Novgorod and Volgograd, although other villages may be visited. These places have been chosen because of their scenery, soiree destinations
and, needless to say, the number of lovely local girls around the area.
Prices
When discussing the standard fees for these romance tours, it usually varies from company to company just like the events change for each one. Expect to pay
between $2,000-$5,000. If you book your tour beforehand, there are special discounts that may apply. The agencies do have the rare non-US client, so many
companies take them on too by offering “land only” packages that include everything the regular packages do, except for the flights.
In addition to the costs mentioned above – accommodation, social activities, transfers, etc, the tours can also include special offers like credits for services or
membership discounts to the company’s website. They might even help you with the processing of a fiancé visa (if you get lucky).
Choosing a Russian Romance Tour
Selecting a romance tour package is not any different from choosing your holiday package. You’ll want to ask questions like:
-What experience am I expecting from this tour?
-Which tour operator can I trust the most?
-Which tour can I afford?
It’s important to know what you’re there for when you’re in the process of choosing the perfect romance tour. This will help you make the best choice. Be sure to
know everything about what the tour includes – the type of your hotel, planned activities, the food that’s served, etc. Other than finding the love of your life, you
also want to have the best experience possible.
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